Morning year 5, the zoo we were going to visit is now doing live feeds and animal talks. My favourite so far is
seeing the joeys with the kangaroos.
https://www.facebook.com/SafariZooUK/

Morning year 5, The Life Centre is now bringing their science to you. Lots of fun investigations for you to try and
videos to help. I wonder if you recognise any of the lovely scientists that helped us when we had our trip there?
They even have launch a rocket, adapted from when we were there to be able to make it at home.
https://www.life.org.uk/life-goes-online

Year 5, with the weather changing, this is a perfect time to do our geography field work. Make this rain gauge
and see how much rain we get. You could compare every day for a week and make a chart to record the data?
(Tip, something heavy at the bottom of the bottle might help, they suggest Plaster of Paris, but blu tac, plasticine
or anything else would do.)
Mrs Campion is pinching her daughter’s homework idea 😜😜😜😜
Can you write a two word happy ending story?
Here are a few of mine, I wonder how many we can come up with?
Hot chocolate
Favourite book
New pyjamas
Christmas tree
Child’s laughter......

Exciting news Year 5, Emma Carroll is taking to our screens again. She is doing a live question and answer
session on Letters from a Lighthouse, Thursday 2pm. Prepare your question in advance, ready to ask during the
Q&A, make it a unique one, and she may pick yours to discuss live!
The Facebook page is Lockdown Children’s LitFest, lots of interesting activities and authors as well as Emma
Carroll.
https://www.facebook.com/Lockdown-Childrens-LitFest-104463574555976/

Thank you to the fabulous year 5 children, sending me their spelling results from the first week of their learning
packs this term.
Here is a fun site, to help you play games with the spellings set.
https://spellingframe.co.uk

